Hugvísindadeild
Enskuskor/Pétur Knútsson

05.15.02-016 Hljóðfræði I
11 December 2006

NAME: ____________________________________________________
This exam counts as 50% of the final grade.
State clearly on your answer paper which variety of English you wish
to transcribe: RP or General American. If you do not give this
information, it will be assumed that you are transcribing RP. You should
use these symbols:
Vowels

American vowels:
You may omit the length-mark (:) following American tense vowels.
Remember that LOT does not occur in General American.
Consonants:
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Name: _____________________________________________________
Answer all questions in Parts 1, 2 and 3. You have a choice of topics in
questions 4 and 11.
Part 1. Classification of English vowels

1
a
b
c
d
e

The following are descriptions of RP vowels. Give the symbol for
each vowel and a word containing that vowel (not the keyword!).
(5%)
open (=low) front lax
half-open (=fairly low) back tense
close (=high) front lax
diphthong rising from mid front to close front
diphthong rising from open back to close back

2
a

b

Explain what we mean by the Vowel Chart. Why are vowels classed
as high (or close) and low (or open), and what do we mean by front
and back? How are these features shown on the chart?
(5%)
Draw the vowel chart and show the positions of the English tense
vowels and diphthongs (not the lax vowels). Give their symbols.
(5%)

3
Explain vowel length in English, making sure you describe the
difference between lax and tense vowels.
(6%)
b In the following list, UNDERLINE the words which are affected by
fortis clipping (do not underline words with lax vowels):
(4%)
fight wait groan fit shake book news loose reach which coach stage
a

4

Answer EITHER (a) or (b)
(5%)
a What are the main differences between RP and General American
vowels?
b Describe and explain vowel-length in Icelandic and show how it
differs from English vowel length which you described in question 3.
How do these differences affect the Icelandic pronunciation of
English?
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Name: _______________________________________________
Part 2. Classification of English Consonants

5

Describe the initial consonants of the following words, giving the
PLACE and MANNER of articulation.
(5%)
Examples: false - labiodental fricative. day - alveolar plosive.
Note that you are not asked to mention fortis or lenis
1 fish 2 quite 3 cheese 4 walk 5 shine
6 think 7 union 8 nose 9 down 10 great

6a

Eight pairs of English consonants show the fortis/lenis distinction.
What are the eight fortis/lenis pairs?
(2%)
b Give examples of words with these consonants (16 words).
(2%)
c This distinction is not simply one of voicing or non-voicing - can you
mention other features?
(6%)

7

Mark unvoiced r and l in the following words by writing below
them (
)
(5%)
truck clock grunt plus strong pry spring glory blue apply

8

Mark dark l in the following by crossing the l (∑
∑)
lazy girls lie all night long on piled-up milk-white pillows

leizí
on

9

(5%)

gElz

lai Ol nait loX
paild Æp milk wait pil0uz

Add the s-ending (-s, -z or -iz) to the following noun and verbs:
spice mix fly tear plumber flap deck frame hour touch (5%)

10

Add the past tense ending (-t, -d or -id) to the following verbs: (5%)
raid rake deny state flip roar open browse grill reach
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Name: _______________________________________________

11

Describe the difference between EITHER nasals OR sibilants in
Icelandic and English. What problems do they present to Icelandic
speakers of English? You should mention differences in both voicing
and place (= position of articulation), and give examples of words
where problems will occur for Icelanders - give at least 2 examples
for each problem you discuss.
(5%)

12

Describe Linking R and Intrusive R . Explain exactly the context in
which they occur, and in what way they are different from each
other. Explain why they are a feature of some dialects, but not others.
Give full examples.
(5%)

Part 3. Sentence stress and weak forms

13
a Explain isochronic stress.
(2,5%)
b Underline the words in the following sentence which may lose their
initial h in R.P.:
(2,5%)
When did her husband decide he had better hire himself a horse?

14
a Transcribe the following passage.
b Show all sentence stresses ( before stressed syllables).
c Make sure you are using weak forms wherever applicable.

(10%)
(5%)
(5%)

When the first tug of the rope came, she was caught offbalance and fell headlong into the mire. Cold muddy water
soaked her to the skin. She had lost her grip on the rope.
Immediately, she thought: “Perhaps I can pretend I was
attacked.”

- end of examination -

